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PROBLEM CONTEXT
•Sustaining the music community and the arts has been particularly challenging in the
COVID era. Music venues and related businesses are evaluating their revenue models in
order to adapt to the abrupt and lasting shifts brought on by the pandemic.

HOTHOUSE

Illinois Tech IPRO program

•HotHouse in Chicago is one of the country’s most well regarded centers for international
art and culture. Since 1987, it has been their mission to support under-recognized artists
and performers, build diverse audiences, foster an international exchange of ideas, and
support grassroots development. In light of the current financial realities imposed by
COVID-19 on the music and performance community, HotHouse is motivated to consider
new approaches to generate revenue—namely online strategies that uniquely and
effectively support their mission.
•

COMMUNITYlab

Hot House
Problem Identification

COMMUNITYlab

from:

to:

A center for international
music that has traditionally
relied mainly on in-person
music and performance events
to generate revenue.

A center for international
music that uses unique and
effective online strategies to
generate revenue.

success:

why:

• Increase participation in online
concerts & events
• Increase conversion rates –
percentage of site traffic that leads to
sales
• Increase brand awareness – i.e. # of
followers on social channels and build
participation and groups around
interests
• Increase email list sign ups

To generate new and
alternate revenue streams for
an internationally renowned
music and performance
center here in Chicago that
has been decimated by COVID
and its lasting economic
impact.

How might we design online interactions that financially support
HotHouse, their artists, and the community?

HotHouse
Exploration

COMMUNITYlab

Below are areas of interest identified by the community partner. Students are
advised to choose one or more topics to inform their project.
Areas of Interest
Activate brand by leveraging social media in innovative ways
Identify and develop new approaches for purchasing and online Point of
Sale (P.O.S.) to distribute HotHouse content and material
Identify and build additional network partnerships and strategies to grow
the international audience
Identify novel methods of monetizing live performances online through
cultural enrichment and as online supplemental to live performances
Create dialogue of a diverse group people around the underrecognized
artists and the performers HotHouse supports including those whose
work is experimental and international artists /events
Engage fans with storytelling and build conversations and communities
that actually create an activated online space that people come back to.

Explore online and alternate means of revenue creation for the all of
the above

Illinois Tech IPRO program

HotHouse
Benefits

COMMUNITYlab

This project would interest those who would like to :

Illinois Tech IPRO program

▪

make an immediate and significant impact on the arts and
performance community by finding ways to create revenue
for an organization that showcases underserved,
under-recognized artists work and products

▪

develop solutions with renowned and recognized
institution - one of country’s most well regarded centers
for international art

▪

create solutions that can apply or become scalable to other
local organizations or music/performance

▪

gain critical experience in creating and testing online
monetizing strategies and using online media channels

▪

gain critical experience in increasing brand awareness and
enhancing an organization’s online presence – e.g. social
media strategies

PROBLEM CONTEXT

PARKWAY
BALLROOM

Illinois Tech IPRO program

•Event properties and spaces have suffered catastrophic losses as their services and
offerings came to pandemic-induced halt in 2020. Venues are therefore re-evaluating their
revenue models in order to adapt to the abrupt and lasting shifts in the event services and
hospitality industry caused by COVID-19.
•For Romes Joy Catering and Event Planning (RJC) in Bronzeville, this moment is an
opportunity to re-imagine and re-purpose their current event property, the Parkway
Ballroom, into a place where the arts, work, technology, play, and community intersect. A
new revenue model will be anchored by co-working memberships supplemented by
earnings from other program uses that promote social interaction. Cliff Rome, a leader in
the Bronzeville community and owner of RJC, is looking at the IIT student body as one of
target audiences as well as local professionals, creatives, and teams who will continue to
work from home and that desire an alternative workspace.

GAMElab

Parkway Ballroom
Problem Identification

GAMElab

from:

to:

A ballroom space that’s
focused on infrequent high
episodic large-scale events

A heterogenous work and
social space that’s focused on
frequent intersections

success:

why:

The new design:
• is programmed with activities that will
directly appeal to IIT students/WFH teams or
persons in neighboring areas
• has projected revenue streams based on
the proposed offerings & support for their
pricing model
• capitalizes on intersections of art,
technology, co-working, play, and
community with a unique signature of its
southside context

To generate new and
alternate revenue streams
for an event space that has
been decimated by COVID
and its lasting impact

How might we best re-purpose areas of the existing ballroom
property to create gaming, work, and social spaces?

Parkway Ballroom
Exploration
Below are areas of interest identified by the community partner. Students are
advised to choose one or more topics to inform their project.
Areas of Interest
Create a go-to social space with Illinois Tech students as a part of the
target population – examining their unmet needs on campus and as
residents of Bronzeville.
Use the dedicated space, SKYBOX environment, to activate a gaming social space
Consider ways to create cross-functional, heterogeneous program uses and
activities to align with the goal to intersect art, tech, work, play, and community
Potential for a premier E-Sports gaming venue – hosting and events
Serve corporate events e.g. escape rooms which generally require a whole group
to be teaming via digital and analog games
research :
Investigate trends in social gaming experiences, digital and analog customer
engagement, as well as applications in flex entertainment spaces with new and
emerging technologies. Adapt and apply insights to design concepts.
Investigate trends in ambient/environmental digital experiences and technologies
that enhance work, collaboration, expression of community, and storytelling to
pursue digital experience design. Adapt and apply insights to design concepts.

Illinois Tech IPRO program

GAMElab

Parkway Ballroom
Benefits
This project would interest those who would like to :

Illinois Tech IPRO program

▪

make an immediate and significant impact on the
events industry and local business that has been
devastated by the pandemic

▪

help envision and design proposals for a
neighborhood space that can accommodate the
unmet social needs of IIT students

▪

gain critical experience in repurposing a business
and creating strategies that mix work, play, and
technology

▪

design unique digital social experiences

▪

gain critical experience in creating an important hub
for the near southside, the Bronzeville community as
well as Bridgeport, Pilsen, Canaryville, Hyde Park

GAMElab

PROBLEM CONTEXT

PROPERTY
EVALUATIONS

CITYlab
Illinois Tech IPRO program

•The real estate market is a dynamic and ever fluctuating reflection of a community and
city as well as the greater economy. Cities evaluate home prices to in order to correctly
price property tax revenue. These property assessments in turn provide a baseline for
which home values are sold in the private real estate market. Failure then to correctly
assess property values can negatively impact the property owner as well as other
stakeholders in the community.
•In years prior, the Cook County Assessor’s Office (CCAO) struggled to correctly and fairly
evaluate properties. The new administration has made it its mission to address this
breakdown and correct many of the discrepancies by designing a more reliable system of
evaluation. The new CCAO has identified that accurate property assessments are
particularly challenging to achieve for homes under $175,000.

•
•.

CCAO
Problem Identification

CITYlab

from:

to:

The current CCAO model
produces the least accurate
assessments for predicting
property values < $175,000.

A CCAO model that relies on
data sets and criteria that can
more accurately assess property
values < $175,000.

success:

why:

• the root of the discrepancies is identified
and you have tested new data that results
in more accurately assessed properties <
$175,000

It is important for city assessor’s
office to correctly predict property
values because it provides a baseline
for which home values are sold in
the real estate market. Accurate
assessments also affect all residents
in the county because of the levy
based tax structure.

• the ratio of CCAO prediction to the sale
price of the home is closer to 1, --ratio < 1 =
an underestimate & ratio >1 overestimate.
• found new ways can data be collected for
properties (especially for those < $175,000)

How might we decipher which data needs to be collected in order to
improve the precision of CCAO’s estimates of lower-value homes?

CCAO
Exploration

CITYlab

Below are areas of interest identified by the CCAO.
Areas of Interest
Part 1. Investigate and Form Hypothesis Conduct a qualitative analysis of
home sales & CCAO predicted values, and a thoughtful look at potential
omitted variables.
Identify root of the discrepancy and develop approaches to more accurately
assess the property – capitalize on existing remote tools to find-- Google,
Redfin, and CCAO tools .
Leverage IOT to develop new approaches for property valuation. Take
advantage of metrics found, including but not fully relying on geospatial data
and visualizations
Part 2: Test Hypothesis Collect data based on new findings on a small subset
of properties, Test to see whether the additional data narrows CCAO
predictions closer to ratio of 1.
Develop a plan to collect the data -- once candidate variables are identified -for about 200,000 properties. It is important, then, that the data be scalable.
For all of the above, what new ways can idiosyncratic data, unobserved
features e.g. property condition, (not spatial statistics) be collected on
properties to help lessen the discrepancies.

Illinois Tech IPRO program

CCAO
Benefits

CITYlab

This project would interest those who would like to :
▪ develop tools for next generation real estate valuation and
investment
▪ work with big data, civic tech and city government tech
▪ create and use data sets that will have meaningful impact on
homeowners in low income areas
▪ like to wear an investigator’s hat – look at a body of
information (photos, Google info and more) and unlock the
variables causing the discrepancy
▪ be resourceful and curious, exercise rigor, and interest in
documenting insights and findings in visual and written form
(video, booklet, etc.)
▪ use innovative and effective techniques to find and visualize
data related to properties
▪ get experience working directly the CCAO, the County
Government which includes Chicago and suburbs

Illinois Tech IPRO program

.

PROBLEM CONTEXT
•Youths in underserved communities face complex challenges to their social and physical well being.
Their ability to thrive depends in part on strong partnerships that work to address the social
circumstances and inequities affecting adolescents, as well as the concerns of parents/caregivers.1

R.A.G.E.
SKATEPARK

•R.A.G.E. (Release Anxiety to Gain Excellence) Incorporated is a Chicago based company that
provides skateboard branded fashions and life changing educational programs. In partnership with the
6th ward, the Chicago Park District, and Character Counts!, R.A.G.E. is building a skateboarding-based
social environment at Brown Memorial Park in the Chatham community that will allow participants to
explore action sports while gaining entrepreneurship and business skills. The R.A.G.E. Skateboarding
program proposes to do this in a unique forum for extreme-sports culture through products, after-school
programs, competitions, and events. Their goal is to cultivate youth-led business development within
the community, and build knowledge in areas of sports tech, film, fashion, merchandising, and more.
•.

Illinois Tech IPRO program

EDLAB

R.A.G.E. Skatepark
Problem Identification

EDlab

from:

to:

Brown Memorial Park, a
recreational destination in the
Chatham neighborhood that
features a tennis court, softball
diamonds and open space for
picnics.

Expansion of Brown Memorial to
include a new skateboarding park and
program providing a unique forum for
extreme-sports culture that cultivates
youth-led business development within
the community

success:

why:

• Tap into the cool factor of skateboarding to
unlock the entrepreneurship in young people in
–Music &Film Production, Fashion Design &
Merchandising, Marketing/Promotions (Graphics,
Art), Technical Support & Products (Skates boards,
IT), and Digital Media

Skill development, character education and
dream building that are paired with
interactive life-changing experiences can
motivate positive action and achievement in
underserved, underrecognized
communities.

•Connect the community to the skateboarding
culture in the United States in innovative and
meaningful ways
• Increase foot traffic of visitors and stimulate
additional economic activities in the local area

How might we tap into the skate park culture in a way that helps
unlock entrepreneurship opportunities for young people?

R.A.G.E. Skatepark
Exploration
Below are areas of interest identified by the community partner. Students are
advised to choose one or more topics to inform their project.
Areas of Interest
Foster intergenerational interactions and activities, digital or analog, that develop
entrepreneurial thought, business skills and community engagement in young adults
through the culture of skateboarding.
Design activities, digital or analog, that promote social and emotional learning,
enhance coping skills, and relationships with adults and peers, in the recreational
context of the park and the culture of skateboarding.
Leverage hands-on educational experiences, problem solving, prototyping, & social
interactions. Identify opportunity spaces in skateboarding culture and tech. Design
products, digital and/or physical, around those market gaps.
•Innovation in Skateboarding Sports Tech
•Brand Building
•Digital Media
•Retail Management
•Technical Support and Products (Skateboards, IT)
•Marketing/ Promotions (Graphics, Art)
•Fashion Design & Merchandising
•Music & Film Production – e.g. films for training and storytelling
Design ways to increase visitor participation and to measure visitor interest. Also,
design ways for participants of the skatepark to connect to the fastest growing
sports activity in the United States (with more than 15 million participants).

Illinois Tech IPRO program

EDlab

R.A.G.E. Skatepark
Benefits
This project would interest those who would like to :

Illinois Tech IPRO program

▪

have a potentially significant impact on local Chicago youth

▪

learn about and tap into the world and culture of extreme
sports via skateboarding

▪

create unique and meaningful educational experiences that
could equip skate park participants with marketable skills for
their future

▪

be creative about how to connect the Chatham community
to the skateboarding culture in the United states

▪

find ways to innovate in skating sports tech – equipment,
fashion, marketing, films for training and storytelling,
products, etc.

EDlab

PROBLEM CONTEXT

eta:
INCLUSIVE
THEATRE
COMMUNITYlab
Illinois Tech IPRO program

Theatres and arts institutions have not only suffered incomprehensible losses; many may not survive.
Prior to the pandemic, eta CREATIVE ARTS FOUNDATION welcomed a new director, a mandate to rebuild, and
rebrand the emblematic, 50-year-old organization as cutting edge, Americans Disabilities Act (ADA) and
Leadership Exchange in Arts and Disability (LEAD) compliant. eta campus will likely acquire more property,
integrating a final design plan into include the 76th Street METRA Electric station.
The theatre is closed currently. While eta is unable to tackle this massive project, it redirected its focus on
smaller projects that help teams to understand our proposed IPRO projects and ADA compliance.
This informs both the rehab and ultimate retrofit of our current space, and the newly proposed building.
COVID happened just as teams began to envision how Creative Placemaking and other community-based
arts development initiatives might accomplish both long and short-term goals.
eta CREATIVE ARTS FOUNDATION is delighted to work with Illinois Tech’s IPRO program to explore how an
effective communications system creates a barrier-free environment for staff, board, volunteers, visitors
and audiences alike who are people with disabilities (PWD).

Photo by: Hugo Glendinning, 2017

Inclusive Theatre
Problem Identification

COMMUNITYlab

from:

to:

An older plant, that still uses older technology
and ineffective communication
systems/processes which limit the ability of
PWDs (artists, staff, volunteers, board, audience)
to fully participate in the theatre experience.

Innovative cutting-edge, universal design, end
user intelligence, creating a communication
control system from beginning table readings
through production.

success:

why:

The new design:

Generate expansive opportunities for
PWDs to participate in all aspects of
theatres; develop new audiences, revenue
streams, and set an example as a
responsive/innovative entity known for its
inclusion of the 10% (800,000) of Illinois
citizens who identify as disabled.

• is an innovative state of the art system allowing
PWDs to effectively communicate.
• PWDs need not make any major adjustment to
participate on any level.
• maximizes the theatre experience aligned with
seating, seating arrangements, monitor placements,
ASL (American Sign Language) interpreters (live,
projected), Communications Access in Real Time
(CART), and other services.

How might we conceptualize a theatre that creates interactions for People with
Disabilities to thrive as artists, patrons, engineers, volunteers, and staff?

Inclusive Theatre
Exploration
Below are areas of interest identified by the community partner. Students are
advised to choose one or more topics to inform their project.
Areas of Interest
Create an opportunity for Illinois Tech students, some of whom may be part of the
target population, to examine how to make theatre.
Consider ways to facilitate communication across abilities, and broaden those
applications across the theatre universe (artists, audiences, board, staff etc.).
Potential for innovative premier communication system and tools, as a model of
inclusion for the field, exploring haptics and computer science related to space.
Engage the greater Chicago community, the larger national theatre community
with dynamic opportunities to experience emergent communications technologies
applied to theatre inclusion.
Develop a logic model for inclusion ethics and protocol for end user participation.
research:
Investigate trends in digital experiences and communications technologies, using
universal design concepts that enhance work, collaboration, engage the disability
community, and educate the larger community on disability.
Investigate trends in communications, nomenclature/naming and defining
disability. How to effectively discuss these issues across age, race, culture,
language and other demographics.
Tune-in to the ethics of translation – cultural/social linguistics, ASL > speech, text
Illinois Tech IPRO program

COMMUNITYlab

Inclusive Theatre
Benefits

COMMUNITYlab

This project would interest those who would like to:

Illinois Tech IPRO program

▪

make an immediate and critical impact on People with Disabilities
(PWD) participation in every aspect of theatre.

▪

envision and design proposals for an integrated communication
system (Can a ticket purchased by PWD facilitate handicapped seating
selection, parking, etc.?)

▪

accumulate indispensable experiences in utilizing the communications
possibilities of theatre(s)

▪

facilitating ongoing design of unique and innovative flex spaces that
can be supported by architecture and interior architecture

▪

acquire invaluable universal design experiences specific to disability

▪

develop solutions for eta CREATIVE ARTS FOUNDATION, recognized as one
of the first, one of the oldest, and one of the most historic AfricanAmerican theatres in bridging the technological gap

PROBLEM CONTEXT

HYDROGEN
POWER
ENERGYlab
Illinois Tech IPRO program

Our challenge allows students to immerse themselves an exciting, emerging paradigm shift in the energy
industry. Hydrogen is an important part of the future of a secure, reliable, and sustainable clean energy
infrastructure. Hydrogen has numerous legacy and potential applications, however it will make its biggest
impact in areas where it’s use has been largely absent such as large scale power generation. Sargent and
Lundy, a premier and international engineering firm in the energy industry, is asking students to delve into
the production, storage, delivery, and uses for hydrogen for the power generation industry. Teams will
need to familiarize themselves with the hydrogen market, research each aspect of the hypothetical
system, and develop a detailed scenario that addresses the challenge statement.
There are two projects being developed approximately 100 miles apart. The first project is focused on
producing hydrogen as the developer expects there to be a large market for its use in the near future.
The second project is by an owner who wants to utilize hydrogen to produce power in an effort to
decarbonize a portion of their fleet. The goal of the project team is to identify a technology to be utilized at
each project site and determine a cost effective way to store the hydrogen at each site and transport it
between locations. For purposes of this study, all resources that may be needed at each site (power,
water, steam, etc.) can be considered available.

Hydrogen Power
Problem Identification

ENERGYlab

from:

to:

Continued and widespread use of
unreliable and finite energy sources
and infrastructure.

Use of a sustainable, clean energy
source and infrastructure through large
scale hydrogen power generation.

success:

why:

• Background & explanation of the problem along
with a discussion of how the proposed solution
was realized
• Order of magnitude, capital and O&M costs
• Current and projected maturity of the proposed
technology
• Environmental impacts
• Type of Hydrogen produced (Hydrogen color
codes)
• Rough comparison vs. conventional technologies
• Policy considerations
• Creative yet practical solutions to real world
challenges associated with the proposed solution

By designing for the needs of these two
sites, the solution may be scaled up to
address our some of our current energy
challenges. The world is operating largely
on finite resources which are increasingly
becoming scarce. As population increases,
depletion of finite resources accelerates
and their role in climate change
intensifies.

How might we delve into the production, storage, delivery, and uses
of hydrogen to affect large scale power generation?

Hydrogen Power
Exploration

ENERGYlab

Below are areas of interest identified by Sargent and Lundy. Students are
advised to choose one or more topics to inform their project.
Areas of Interest
Model a high fidelity hydrogen supply chain using one or more of the system
attributes from all of the categories in the table below:
The table can be utilized to select the various components required from each
project site as well as transport and storage between the two sites.

Hydrogen
Feedstock

Hydrogen
Production
Method

Hydrogen
Transport

Hydrogen
Storage

End User

Water

Renewable
Energy

Pipeline

Solid Storage

Combustion
Turbine

Natural gas

Steam

Truck

Spherical
Tanks

Retrofit
Existing Boiler

Biomass

Excess Fossil
Power

Rail

Bullet Tanks

Fuel Cell

Coal

Excess Nuclear
Power

Ship

Underground
Caverns
Convert to
Ammonia (or
other
compound)

Illinois Tech IPRO program

Hydrogen Power
Benefits
This project would interest those who would like to :

Illinois Tech IPRO program

▪

be creative about how think about the production, storage,
delivery, and uses for hydrogen for the power generation
industry

▪

learn more about the potential of Hydrogen as a renewable
fuel as well as storage and transport for future

▪

research and understand the hydrogen market

▪

design a hypothetical system that has promising opportunity
to be implemented

▪

gain critical experience in developing a detailed scenario for
large scale power generation

▪

have effect on a part of a fleet for a significant transport
company

▪

work on a problem developed by a renowned power and
energy engineering firm that works on large energy projects
in the US and internationally

ENERGYlab

Important Links
Links to the videos with the clients for each potential
project:
Video password is IPRO2021
▪

Game Lab (Cliff Rome) - https://vimeo.com/501005847

▪

Community Lab (Hothouse) - https://vimeo.com/501000402

▪

Community Lab (Inclusivity Theater) - https://vimeo.com/501932353

▪

City Lab (CCAO, Rob Ross) - https://vimeo.com/500991395

▪

Education Lab (Rage Skate Park) - https://vimeo.com/501886637

Links to the supplemental videos for guidance on working
with community partners:
Video password is IPRO2021
•
•

Illinois Tech IPRO program

Illinois Tech Community Relations (Alicia and Adrienne)
- https://vimeo.com/501019968
Principles for working with communities (Chris Rudd)
- https://vimeo.com/501017753

IPROLabs

